
Notes, Labor-Management Meeting, Wednesday, December 22, 2021, 1-3 pm  

Present for management: Interim Provost Steve Schneider; Rhonda Haines, VP of HR. 

Present for Labor: Maarten Heyboer, chapter president; Brian Taylor, VP for Professionals; 

Kathleen Rourke, VP for Academics; Alexander Bulson, Officer for Contingents; Jeremy 

Ginsburg, Labor Relations Specialist. 

*Note:  These are notes and not minutes and as such represent Labor’s view of the 

proceedings. 

New Business 

1) Spring ’22 Semester COVID plans 

Background: The omicron variant is spreading rapidly, and at the time of this meeting, 

was expected to peak at about the time the Spring semester is set to start.  

 

- Maarten therefore asked about the potential for on-campus class start delay due to 

wide scale COVID rates. Last Spring semester, the first two weeks of the semester 

were delivered remotely. Maarten asked whether management had considered that 

possibility for the upcoming Spring semester.  

Steve responded that it will be looked at closely in the coming weeks; nothing likely 
before New Year’s.  

 
Maarten expressed concerns about IT and the strain that can have on them if we do 
need to go remote, especially if the decision is delayed. In addition, faculty need 
advance notice in order to prepare for remote instruction. He referenced the 
request by student government to have syllabi accessible 1 week before the start of 
the semester; i.e., by January 11. He reinforced the need to protect the health and 
safety of not only union members but also the students, including their social, 
emotional, and mental health, which will require planning. While a multitude of 
factors need to be considered for students, faculty, and staff, he underscored that 
the decision should be made as soon as possible.  

 
Rhonda and Steve seemed to agree that action should be taken asap 

 
Maarten expressed that the decision should be made no later than January 4 to 
allow time for everyone to plan accordingly.  

 

- Booster requirement for students to be considered fully vaccinated? Booster 

requirement for employees to be considered fully vaccinated? The union’s position 

is that boosters should be mandated for all to be considered fully vaccinated. Testing 

should be required more frequently for those not ‘boosted’. As a polytechnic, we 



should lead on this because the science about the importance of boosters is quite 

clear. We therefore should not, and we do not have to, wait for SUNY or the state to 

make this decision. (Note: Most UUP members are fully vaccinated.)  

 

- Availability of PPE such as masks (Are they no longer being provided now)? Masks 
should be easily accessible in all buildings. Rhonda responded that it was not their 
responsibility to provide masks for students and masks get taken quickly. The 
expense also became great. Jeremy reminded management Poly had received 
significant COVID relief funds to cover exactly these kind of expenses to protect the 
health and safety of all. Maarten responded we should control access to the supply 
to ensure that they are available. Perhaps a different mechanism to get masks to 
students?  
 

- Telecommuting 

extended to June 30, 2022; minimal changes - UUP asks management to interpret 

the agreement as liberally as possible. UUP is pressuring Governor Hochul to inform 

state agencies to be flexible with telecommuting requests.  

 

2) Budget: Accounting of COVID funds 

 

- Did the campus receive any reimbursement from NYS for Field House POD use? 

Rhonda will check on this.  
 

- Request for an accounting of how the COVID funds have been spent.  
 
Steve mentioned that a proposal for the expenditure of some of the COVID funds 
has just been submitted to the state, which is monitoring those expenditures to 
assure compliance with federal law. That proposal has not yet been approved. He 
also mentioned a Teams link that helps explain this and the proposed budget. He 
said he would send Maarten the link.  

 

 

3) Budget: NY Creates funds 

Background: Is Poly Paying rent for use of Facilities at Albany CNSE Campus? Does Poly 

receive any finds from Danfoss located on Utica Campus? 

’21-’22 budget: revenues include fed stimulus ($1,033,635) and NY Creates 

($6,657,977); as a result, ’21-’22 budget shows a surplus of $1,693,967. But these 

revenues will disappear: Implications for ’22-’23 budget?  

Steve & Rhonda don’t know whether we pay rent for the facilities in Albany or whether 
Danfoss pays rent to Poly.  



‘21 - 22 ‘ budget shows surplus of $1.693 million; includes COVID money and NY Creates 
money. If we lose NY Creates, and we won’t be getting COVID money moving forward, 
we will be in the red by several million dollars. Are we receiving funds from Danfoss? 
That has budgetary implications, especially for the ‘22 - ‘23 academic year.  
 
Management’s response: Poly’s budget has been problematic for years; Poly has 3-year 
and 5-year plans with respect to the budget – no details. 
 
During a Chapter President’s conference call the day prior to this Labor-Management 
meeting, UUP President Fred Kowal stated that, among other things, SUNY is requesting 
$125 million per year for the next three years to help campuses, and $75 million per 
year for the next three years for what is called a “transformation fund” to help 
campuses expand existing programs and develop new programs. President Kowal 
indicated that SUNY’s budget for next year could be the best budget in over a decade, 
possibly 2 decades. He also emphasized it will be essential to lobby for this new budget.  
 
Would the administration/acting president be willing to lobby jointly with labor for this 
request for $200 million? To meet with state legislators from the Albany and Utica areas 
to discuss to discuss this budget proposal and encourage them to support it? It will be to 
our benefit to help support this, especially because we have a severe budget issue 
looming.  
 
Steve underscored that the budget has been an issue for several years, that making a 
public statement can be difficult for an acting president. Maarten suggests still meeting 
jointly with local leaders, as Tod did last year; Rhonda said she would take that message 
to the acting president.  
 

 

4) Transparency: Basis for making decisions to go totally remote/return to campus 

Rhonda mentioned that we monitor the situation daily and that we often look to SUNY. 
Kathleen recommends criteria that are more clearcut. We need markers - Steve said 
positivity rate is what we use.  
 
After a lengthy discussion, it became clear that Poly has a process in place to make these 
decisions, but not clear benchmarks. Under that process, Poly tracks the rate of people 
showing symptoms, and increases testing among targeted groups if necessary due to an 
increase in the rate of symptomatic individuals. If that testing shows an increase in 
positivity rate, then that information guides the decision, and the campus community at 
large will then also be tested. Subsequent decisions will then be based on the results of 
the testing of the campus community at large. This was the process that led to the 
decision during the Fall semester to go totally remote for a couple of days, and the 
subsequent decision to return to campus.  
 



Maarten inquired about having medical staff/statisticians on the working 
groups/committees that implement this process and make the decisions. We need 
people with medical expertise on these working groups. Input should include UUP 
representation. Steve mentioned that it can be an agonizing decision of whether or not 
to go remote because of how impactful it is on so many people.  
 
Labor reiterated that transparency with respect to the process is crucial, and that the 
background to the decisions should be communicated to the campus community more 
clearly and consistently.   

 

5) IDA Committee – members representing management 

Who are the members representing management? Management has not identified 
them yet.  
 
In the past, management representation on the IDA committee consisted exclusively of 
academic deans. Yet both academics and professional staff are eligible to apply for IDA 
funding. Maarten therefore encourages management to include professional 
representation among its 3 representatives on this committee. Management asked for 
specific suggestions. Labor responded it’s management’s choice – they can select 
professional representation on the committee they think who will do a good job 
reviewing the applications.  
 
Steve also wanted to discuss ways to try to maximize the impact of the awards. Maarten 
stated that since the current process was already ongoing, such a discussion should wait 
until that process has been completed. At that point, management, labor, and the chair 
of IDA committee could meet to discuss ways to maximize the impact. 
 

 

6) Campus morale 

Morale has been an issue for a long time.  

This is not helped by the fact that there has been no recognition (even printed or virtual) 

of service milestones in past two years. In addition, in the past, HR used to send out 

birthday recognition to employees on behalf of the president, and used to send out 

notification when an employee suffered the death of a close family member. These 

helped to create a sense of community.  

Campus morale would benefit from reestablishing personal/ cultural connections. 
Make it more of a pleasurable experience to work at Poly. 
Management should consider organizing a recognition event in the Field House.  
 
Management indicated they would explore that possibility, and Steve is optimistic that 
Tod (or our new president) will work to create a culture that is more close-knit.  



Old Business 

Only approximately 30 minutes was left by the time we reached this point of the agenda. Only 

enough time therefore was left to request brief updates and/or to reiterate labor’s concerns. 

1) Mission Critical Positions Vacant: 

Status of searches: 

IT positions - resumes are being reviewed.  

Residential life position, career services: a temp person will begin in each of those 

positions soon.  

 

2) Job Creep 

This is an ongoing concern exacerbated by the pandemic. It has a significant detrimental 

impact on morale, and Poly risks losing good employees and their institutional memory. 

 

3) Video Images Policy 

Rhonda again indicated she will follow up with Mark 

A working group should be formed consisting of management, governance, and a union 

rep to craft a video images/videos policy if one has not been developed.  

 

4) Lecturer Promotion Policy 

The Lecturer Review Policy has been approved by governance just recently. The next 

step is the Lecturer Promotion Policy developed by a working group consisting of 

representatives from management, governance, and labor, and including lecturers 

during the summer of 2019. It needs to be approved by the governance bodies, after 

which it can be sent to management. We would like to get it done by the end of Spring 

semester.  

Rhonda indicated that Tod/management needs to review the most up-to-date version. 

Note: Steve had already indicated during last May’s L-M meeting that management 

review and approval should be pro forma since management participated in the working 

group that developed the promotion policy (see Labor-Management Notes for May, 

2021). 

 

5) Faculty Handbook; Handbook for Contingent Employees 
Steve envisions an online version similar to UB’s, which he called the “Best in SUNY”. Kayla 
Blatchley has been hired as one of the Provost Fellows to work on it.  

  



 
6) Emeritus Status Professional Staff 

Policy has been approved by governance. Needs to be reviewed and approved by 

management, which has indicated in the past that it is sympathetic to the idea in 

principle.  

 

7) Faculty/Staff use of the exercise equipment at the Utica Fieldhouse 

Management would like to reinstitute faculty/staff use of that equipment in the Field 

House because of the obvious benefits. However, it doesn’t look like it will be available 

as soon as Spring. Rhonda was hesitant due to logistics, including additional cleaning 

and monitoring social distancing and mask wearing.  

 

8) Development opportunity: Emeriti  

Management had indicated an interest in exploring the possibility of hosting something 

for retiring/retired employees at the end of each academic year and creating a 

database of names/contact information for both the Development Office and the union. 

This remains to be explored. 

 

Meeting adjourned approximately 2:50 pm.   


